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Ten years of celebrating the people and
the films that are changing the world

takeoneaction.org.uk

Take One Action nurtures communal exploration of
the stories, ideas and questions at the heart of
positive social change. Through film screenings,
conversation and enquiry, we bring people
together to inspire a fairer, more sustainable
and more fulfilling world, in Scotland and beyond
our borders. Come, take part, and be inspired.

Film still: Dreaming of Wine (p.16)
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Whether celebrating international solidarity
at play in Borneo’s rainforests, a Kenyan
farmer’s extraordinary determination as he
battles the causes and impacts of climate
change or the galvanisation of an embattled
community challenging police brutality;
whether they delve into transformational
efforts towards peace in Israel and Palestine
or in Colombia; whether they bring you to
the heart of a Parisian surgical unit or the
pre-war innocence of a nonchalant group
of friends in Syria… these films will immerse
you in stories of hope, anger, and resilience.

Join in the discussion

Visit takeoneaction.org.uk for
event details, trailers and more

Ten years on from our first festival, we still
hold fast onto the belief that a kinder, fairer
and more sustainable world is possible. By
connecting you with voices and experiences
that too often remain unheard, our
screenings, conversations and events invite
you to create this world right here, right now.

Write to us
36 Dalmeny Street, Edinburgh, EH6 8RG

This year, more than ever, seeing is belonging.

Follow, tweet and retweet
twitter.com/takeoneaction
@takeoneaction #TOAFF17

Speak to us
tel: 0131 553 6335
email: info@takeoneaction.org.uk
Follow us and invite your friends
facebook.com/takeoneaction

See what we are up to
instagram.com/takeoneaction
Tamara Van Strijthem, Executive Director

Sign up for our email updates
takeoneaction.org.uk

Cover film still: Thank You For The Rain (p.6)
Welcome
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Funders
FUNDERS
Creative Scotland is the public body that supports the arts, screen and
creative industries across all partsof Scotland on behalf of everyone who
lives, works or visits here. We distribute funding from the Scottish
Government and The National Lottery.

Find out more at www.creativescotland.com

Creative Scotland is the public body
Bertha Foundation fights for a more just world.
We support activists, storytellers, and lawyers who
that supports the arts, screen and creative
Bertha
moreabout
just world
supports forms of
industries across all parts of Scotland
on Foundation
aredreams
workingoftoabring
social and
and economic
activism
that aim tojustice
bring and
about
change.
those
using media,
behalf of everyone who lives, works
or visits
human
rightsWe
for champion
all. We nurture
global
here. We distribute funding fromlaw
theand
Scottish
in social
impacttheir
media,
expose relevant
enterprise talent
as tools
to achieve
vision.
Government and The National Lottery.
stories and connect them to audiences.

Find out more at www.berthafoundation.org

Find out more at creativescotland.com
@CreativeScots
CreativeScotland

Find out more at berthafoundation.org
@BerthaFN
BerthaFoundation

Principal supporters

PRINCIPAL SUPPORTERS

Christian Aid works globally for profound change that eradicates the causes of
Christian
Aid works
globally
to eradicate
root
causes for
of poverty,
poverty,
striving
to achieve
equality,
dignitythe
and
freedom
all, regardless of faith
to achieve
equality, dignity and freedom for all, regardless of
orstriving
nationality.
www.christianaid.org.uk/scotland.
faith or nationality.

caid.org.uk/scotland
@christianaidsco
ChristianAidScotland

Global Justice Now investigates, exposes and challenges government policies
Global Justice Now campaigns for a world where resources are
and
corporate actions that harm vulnerable communities in some of the poorest
controlled by the many, not the few. We work in solidarity with social
countries.
globaljustice.org.uk
movements
to fight the causes of poverty and injustice.
globaljustice.org.uk
@globaljusticesc

GlobalJusticeNowScotland

NIDOS is a network of international development organisations based in Scotland
We
aim toScotland
strengthen
the contribution
Scottish organisations
to reducing
Oxfam
People
power drivesof
everything
Oxfam does, from
inequality
andand
poverty
worldwide.
nidos.org.uk
saving lives
developing
projects
that put people in charge of their
lives and livelihoods, to campaigning for change that lasts.
oxfam.org.uk/scotland/blog

@oxfamscotland
Oxfam
Scotland PeopleOxfamScotland
Power drives everything Oxfam does, from saving lives
and developing projects that put poor people in charge of their lives and livelihoods
Unison is Scotland’s biggest union. We believe decent, accessible and
toaccountable
campaigning
for change
public
servicesthat
arelasts.
vital tooxfam.org.uk/scotland
everyone. International solidarity
and links with unions overseas are central to our work.
unison-scotland.org.uk
@unisonscot
Unisonscot

UNISON is Scotland's biggest union. We believe decent, accessible and
accountable public services are vital to everyone. International solidarity and
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links with unions overseas are central to our work. unison-scotland.org.uk

FESTIVAL PARTNERS
Venue partners:

Media partner:

Additional supporters
and sponsors:

STAFF
Executive Director: Tamara Van Strijthem

Brochure Designers: bagelfishdesign.co.uk

Festivals and Volunteers Coordinator:
Kirsty Somerville

Artistic Director: Simon Bateson

Festival Assistant: Ondine Oberlin
Youth Engagement Placement: Léa Oval
Online Communications & Marketing
Officers: Jen Anderson & Catriona O’Sullivan

Trustees: Keith Armstrong, Simon Bateson,
Joseph Blythe, Lucinda Broadbent, Anna
Chworow, Kristina Nitsolova, Lisa Stewart
Patrons: Ken Loach, Paul Laverty

Press & PR Officer: Kirstin Innes
Short Film Programmers: Amaya Bañuelos
Marco & Giulio Riccardi

Festival Partners & Staff
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Feature Films & 		
			Discussions

Make the most
of the fest
Festival Strands
All Equal?: Challenging
inequality in all its guises

The Bigger Picture: The wider
perspective on the critical issues
of our time
Close Up: Moving personal
stories from the global frontlines

Sisters: Celebrating women’s
empowerment

Shared Planet: Inspiration and
vision for a sustainable future

Truth To Power: Agents of
change challenging economic
and political might

Community Ticket Fund
To help ensure our events are inclusive and
accessible to all, we have a number of FREE
tickets for each screening which are available
for organisations who work with:
• young people not in full-time work or
education
• unwaged, vulnerable or at-risk individuals
• those with limited access to the arts as a
result of cultural or physical barriers
• low-income members of community
groups that have strong thematic links to
specific events in our programme
If you would like to bring your group to our
festival this year please register your interest
at bit.ly/CoTiFu

This initiative is made possible through the
generous support of our audiences.
If you want to help us stick to doing what
matters, you can donate towards this fund
when purchasing your festival tickets on
our website, make a one-off donation at
anytime, or become a regular supporter.
Just visit takeoneaction.org.uk/give-take

Youth Programme: Great films
for 15 - 25 year olds

Feature Films & Discussions
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OPENING FILM

scottish Premiere

Decades of climate change
debate can’t top (…) this
astutely human film

Thank You for the Rain

A moving portrait of resilience on the frontlines of
climate change.
From devastating droughts to flash floods, Kenyan farmer
Kisilu Musya has been documenting the effects of extreme
weather on his farm, his family and his community for over
five years. Determined to stop climate change in its tracks,
he organises local farmer groups to spread awareness of the
dangers of deforestation and monoculture – and ends up
taking his message all the way to the UN Climate summit.
But will anyone listen? Faced with international leaders’
inertia and arrogance, Kisilu strengthens his resolve to
protect the planet and the soil which every farmer – and all
of us – depend on.
Combining stunning cinematography with hand-held, firstperson accounts, this vividly textured documentary echoes
the strength of spirit of its remarkable protagonist.

Toronto Star

WED 13 SEPT | 20:30

Filmhouse, Edinburgh
£10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
Book via Filmhouse

THURS 14 SEPT | 20:15
GFT, Glasgow
£9.50/7.50 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with GFT
15-25 Card) Book via GFT

Julia Dahr
co-directed by Kisilu Musya
UK, Norway, Kenya/2016/85 min
English
Ages 8+

Presented in association with:

Beyond the screen
We will be joined by Sally Foster Fulton and Chris Hegarty
(Christian Aid Scotland), Kirtana Chandrasekaran (Friends
of the Earth International) and other guests to explore food
sustainability and climate justice.
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Feature Films & Discussions

Official selection:

A surprising and thought-provoking
film about a radical idea, which is back
at the top of the social agenda.
CPH:Dox

SUN 24 SEPT | 17:45

Filmhouse, Edinburgh
£10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
Book via Filmhouse

Christian Tod
Austria, Germany/2017/95 min
English & German with English
subtitles
Ages 12+

closing FILM

uk Premiere

Free Lunch Society

What would you do if your income were taken care of?
Receiving public funds just for being alive may seem a farfetched idea, but the concept of Universal Basic Income (UBI)
has been gaining traction, with several trials set to take place
in Scotland within the next couple of years.
What used to be perceived as a utopian dream has been
espoused by entrepreneurs, economists and philosophers
from across the political spectrum and touted as the next
embodiment of true democracy. But what shape would it take
– and would everyone be better off?
Spanning contemporary and historical perspectives, this
playful documentary brings to life what could be one of the
most radical changes to our lives.
Screening with: The Noise of Grey (Le Bruit du Gris) (p.39)

With support from:

Official selection:

Beyond the screen
Join us after the film to explore the potential introduction of
Universal Basic Income to Scotland and its implications, with
guests Peter Kelly (The Poverty Alliance), Siobhan Mathers
and journalist and broadcaster Lesley Riddoch.
Feature Films & Discussions
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scottish premiere

a glorious and uplifting film
[that] stretches and soars to the
highest documentary dimension

Bending the Arc

This extraordinarily inspiring film, produced by Ben
Affleck and Matt Damon, documents a quest for social
justice that sparked a global health revolution.
Committed to improving access to medicine in some of the
poorest regions on the planet, a fledgling group of health
advocates unexpectedly defeat tuberculosis in 1980s Haiti and
Peru. Emboldened by their success, they take on the World
Health Organisation’s neo-colonial policies; form an alliance
with HIV/AIDS activists; ignite the spark that enables Rwanda
to re-build its entire healthcare system, and help face down the
threat of Ebola.
Their profound commitment to working not only for but with
the populations they treat, training and empowering local
health workers to effect real change within their communities,
offers a stirring, emphatic rebuke to global inequality.

The Hollywood Reporter

THURS 14 SEPT | 20:30

Filmhouse, Edinburgh
£10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
Book via Filmhouse

Kief Davidson, Pedro Kos
USA/2017/102 min
English, Haitian Creole, Spanish &
Kinyarwanda with English subtitles
Ages 12+

Presented in association with:

Beyond the screen
Join us after the film for inspiring conversations and
opportunities for creative, effective personal action, as we
explore the success of community-based health delivery
across the world with guests including representatives from
the Global Health Academy.
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Feature Films & Discussions

Official selection:

uk premiere

Boiling Point

SAT 16 SEPT | 17:45

Filmhouse, Edinburgh
£10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
Book via Filmhouse

Elina Hirvonen
Finland/2017/90 min
Finnish with English subtitles
Ages 15+

This smart, engaging documentary delves deep into the
polarisation of public and political discourse, to ask if
dialogue is still possible.
Anti-immigration rallies, counter-demonstrations, accusations
of faking information… tempers have been flaring up in
Finland. In a trend that echoes far beyond the country’s
borders, this rising sense of embattled antagonism has been
fanned by disenfranchisement and distrust of the media, the
government and the EU – making it harder for all sides to be
heard.
After a petrol bomb was thrown at a refugee centre in a small
Finnish town, filmmaker Elina Hirvonen felt compelled to
understand her country better. The result is this remarkably
non-partisan snapshot of contemporary Europe, which
features a wide range of deeply-held convictions and begs for
better conversations – both on and off-screen.
Screening with: Hate for Sale (p.38)

Beyond the screen
Official selection:

Join us after the film as we consider our own relationship to
the migration debate - and how it relates to wider behaviours,
beliefs and opportunities in our society. With guests including
Ewan Aitken (Chief Executive, Cyrenians).
Feature Films & Discussions
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“If you have come to help me you are
wasting your time, but if you are here
because your liberation is bound up with
mine, then come, let us walk together.”
Lilla Watson

Film still: The Borneo Case (p.11)

uk premiere

The Borneo Case

FRI 15 SEPT | 17:45

Filmhouse, Edinburgh
£10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
Book via Filmhouse

Ever wondered what links environmental destruction,
land grabs, global finance, UK policy and political
corruption in the global South?

In what should be essential viewing for anyone who uses
a bank, buys property or invests in the stock market, this
gripping and often shocking film follows an unlikely group of
CCA Glasgow
activists (a tribesman, a historian, an investigative journalist
£6.50/5.50 concs.
Book via takeoneaction.org.uk and a flamboyant DJ), who overcome death threats and
or CCA
intimidation to expose both the global forces and local
corruption behind one of the greatest environmental crimes
of our times.
Dylan Williams, Erik Pauser

SAT 16 SEPT | 19:30

Sweden/UK/Denmark/2016/78 min
English, German & Malaysian with
English subtitles
Ages 12+

Blending stunning shots of Malaysian Borneo’s rainforest
with meticulously edited archive footage, this impassioned
documentary leaves few stones unturned. The breadth of its
investigation is testament to the energy and dedication of the
campaigners determined to bring this story to light.

Presented in association with:

Beyond the screen

Official selection:

Stay with us after the film for inspiring conversations and
opportunities for creative, effective personal action. We
are delighted to welcome one of the film’s protagonists,
investigative journalist and Sarawak Project founder Clare
Rewcastle Brown, and one of its directors, Dylan Williams.
In celebration of Malaysia day on 16 Sept, enjoy a special
Malaysian dinner at Saramago, CCA before the film for just £5
by showing your cinema ticket.
Feature Films & Discussions
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uk premiere

Burning Out

A drama about life and death, following members of a
surgical unit in one of Paris’s, busiest hospitals.
Faced with increasing “productivity” targets and forced to
operate at paces more suited to an assembly line than an
operating unit, the surgeons and anaesthetists are struggling
to keep up – and to put up with one another. By casting
its lens wider, capturing the reality of hospital life for the
porters and cleaners, too, the film offers an overarching
understanding of the pressures brought to bear on our health
services.
This intimate portrait of a working team on the verge of selfimplosion will resonate with anyone who has ever managed
a team or worked as part of as part of one. This film offers
salutary insight into how working conditions everywhere
would benefit from putting humanity at the heart of
Human Relations.

MON 18 SEPT | 19:30

CCA, Glasgow
£6.50/5.50 concs.
Book via takeoneaction.org.uk
or CCA

TUE 19 SEPT | 20:30

Filmhouse, Edinburgh
£10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
Book via Filmhouse

Jérôme le Maire
Belgium/2016/85 min
French with English subtitles
Ages 12+

Presented in association with:

Beyond the screen
Join us after the film to explore wellbeing at work, with
guests Stephen Smellie (Unison) and Lisa Buck (NHS
Greater Glasgow and Clyde) in Glasgow, Linda Irvine (NHS
Lothian) in Edinburgh and Dr Aisling McBride (Mental Health
Foundation) at both screenings.
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Feature Films & Discussions

Official selection:

SPECIAL
PRESENTATION

The Chocolate Case

MON 18 SEPT | 19:30

Royal Botanic Garden,
Edinburgh
£6.50/5.50 concs.
Book via takeoneaction.org.uk

Benthe Forrer
Netherlands/2016/90 min
Dutch, French, English & German
with English subtitles
Ages 12+

Can a globalised food system ever be truly ethical? This
engaging and thoughtful documentary tracks three Dutch
journalists’ decade-long efforts to end the chocolate
industry’s reliance on child labour and worker exploitation.
Affable and with a penchant for absurdist pranks (The Yes Men,
anyone?), the three friends ran a TV show investigating unsafe,
often unsavoury practices in the food sector. Shocked both by
lack of progress on workers’ rights in cocoa plantations and
public apathy towards this modern-day slavery, they embarked
on a high-profile campaign to expose this reality. Their
investigations uncovered serious failings, even among fairtrade
producers, so they put their money where their sweet tooth
was: they turned from journalists to entrepreneurs, setting out
to make a “100% slave-free” chocolate bar. Did they succeed?
Join them on their inspiring journey to find out.
Screening with: Yellow (Amarillo) (p.39)

Presented in association with:

INTERACTIVE BIKE-POWERED OUTDOORS SCREENING
Join us (and join in!) as we pedal through the film, under the
stars at the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh.
We will be joined before the film by Edinburgh-based
independent chocolatiers, The Chocolate Tree, for a unique
tasting expereince and to hear about their small-batch,
bean-to-bar production methods.
Please bring warm clothing and waterporoofs as rain cover is
limited. Doors open and tasting begins at 19:00.
Feature Films & Discussions
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scottish premiere

“sharp and hopeful study
of Israel-Palestine conflict
The Guardian

Disturbing the Peace

A carefully measured, compelling portrait of ex-enemy
combatants coming together to embrace and advocate
for a peaceful resolution to the Israel-Palestine conflict.
Trapped in a never-ending cycle of violence, these exIDF soldiers and ex-PLO fighters found the courage to
move beyond entrenched hatred and distrust to set up
“Combatants for Peace” – an organisation that gives voice to
a growing desire among many Palestinians and Israelis to reclaim a space for civic engagement, rooted in dialogue.
At a time of increasing polarisation, this is one of the bravest,
most powerful examples of ordinary citizens reaching out
to one another across seemingly insurmountable barriers. It
offers a clear-eyed, courageous message of hope in a context
that has for too long been devoid of any.

SUN 17 SEPT | 19:30

CCA, Glasgow
£6.50/5.50 concs.
Book via takeoneaction.org.uk
or CCA

MON 18 SEPT | 20:30

Filmhouse, Edinburgh
£10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 35 (with valid ID)
Book via Filmhouse

Stephen Apkon, Andrew Young
USA/2016/87 min
Hebrew, Arabic & English with
English subtitles
Ages 12+

Presented in association with:

Beyond the screen
Join us after the film for inspiring conversations and
opportunities for creative, effective personal action. We
are delighted to be welcoming one of the film’s directors,
Stephen Apkon, alongside Valerie Brown (Christian Aid) and,
in Edinburgh, Amy McNeese Meechan (Unison).
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Feature Films & Discussions

Official selection:

“You can never leave
footprints that last
if you are always
walking on tiptoe.”
Leymah Gbowee
Film still: Girl Unbound (p.17)

scottish premiere

Dreaming of Wine

SUN 17 SEPT | 19:30

The finest wines all have a story to tell. For many Priorat
Royal Botanic Garden,
Edinburgh
vineyards, it’s a feel-good story of triumph against
£6.50/5.50 concs.
the odds, and how five idealistic hippies formed a
cooperative to turn a land with no future into one of the Book via takeoneaction.org.uk
most important wine-producing regions in the world.
There is much to relish in Dreaming of Wine – from the
gorgeous archive stills of harvest to its protagonists’ deep
respect for the vines, the land and the grapes, but also for the
people who have made Priorat such a formidable success.
Reviving a centuries-old tradition, their dedication has seen
local youth return home to take pride in a land and a skill that
had been forgotten – a pride too few young people in Spain
currently enjoy.
Screening with: Away with the Land (p.37) & A Love Song
(p.38)

David Fernández de Castro
Spain/2016/69 min
Spanish & English with English
subtitles
Ages 12+

Presented in association with:

INTERACTIVE BIKE-POWERED OUTDOORS SCREENING
Join us (and join in!) as we pedal through the film, under the
stars at the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh.
Before the film starts, discover a range of delicious of
Spanish wines through a unique tasting experience.
Please bring warm clothing and waterporoofs as rain cover is
limited. Doors open and tasting begins at 19:00
16

Feature Films & Discussions

Official selection:

Made with courage under
hostile conditions (…) the film
celebrates the bravery of Maria
and her no-less impressive family.
The Hollywood Reporter

WED 20 SEPT | 19:30

CCA, Glasgow
£6.50/5.50 concs.
Book via takeoneaction.org.uk
or CCA

SAT 23 SEPT | 17:45

Filmhouse, Edinburgh
£10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
Book via Filmhouse
Erin Heidenreich
Pakistan, Canada/2016/80 min
English, Pashtu & Urdu with
English subtitles
Ages 8+

Official selection:

Scottish premiere

Girl Unbound

Maria Toorpakai is a top-ranking squash player from the
tribal area of Waziristan, Pakistan, who defiantly refuses
to be held down by oppressive gender norms.
In her home region, girls are forbidden to attend school,
listen to music, or walk outside unescorted or uncovered. Yet
not only did Maria become an international athlete, but her
mother is the principal of a school for girls (which has been
bombed three times), while her sister Ayesha is a member of
the National Assembly, one of the youngest politicians in the
country and the only female representative from Waziristan.
Girl Unbound provides fascinating insight not only into Maria’s
story, but also that of a remarkable family, buoyed by the
equalitarian spirit of their fearless father.
Screening with: Beach Flags (p.37)

Beyond the screen
Join us after the film to explore women’s empowerment in
the world of sports and politics, as well as how to create
gender-inclusive environments.
Feature Films & Discussions
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scottish premiere

Beautifully shot and perfectly
made, it’s the stuff cinematic
documentary dreams are made of

An Insignificant Man

This fascinating political thriller chronicles the
spectacular rise of “the Bernie Sanders of India,” Arvind
Kejriwal, who – as the head of The Common Man’s Party
– tears up the corruption and complacency at the heart
of Indian politics.
Determined to stand up for their impoverished communities,
Kejriwal and his supporters turn a grassroots movement –
which promised to tackle inequality, exorbitant power bills
and neo-liberal cronyism – into a mighty political force. They
face down arrests, beatings and death threats in their bid
to take over Delhi’s Legislative Assembly. But how will this
reluctant, obstinate leader and his incendiary campaign
promises fare in the real world?
An Insignificant Man (itself facing censorship in India) provides
a vital eyewitness account of a seminal transformation in the
world’s largest democracy.

The Huffington Post

TUE 19 SEPT | 17:45

GFT, Glasgow
£9.50/7.50 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with GFT
15-25 Card) Book via GFT

WED 20 SEPT | 20:30

Filmhouse, Edinburgh
£10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
Book via Filmhouse

Khushboo Ranka, Vinay Shukla
India/2016/96 min
Hindi & English with English
subtitles
Ages 8+

With support from:

Beyond the screen
Join us after the film as we explore the influence of
grassroots social movements in shaping the political agenda
in India and Scotland, with guests including Robin McAlpine
(Common Weal) and Indra Adnan (The Alternative UK).
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Feature Films & Discussions

Official selection:

scottish premiere

A Revolution in Four Seasons

SUN 17 SEPT | 17:45

Filmhouse, Edinburgh
£10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
Book via Filmhouse

Four years in the parallel lives of two Tunisian women,
a liberal blogger and an Islamist politician, as they seek
to shape their country’s nascent democracy in the postrevolution years.
Journalist Emna Ben Jemaa envisions a country governed
by free speech and political accountability. Jawhara Ettis,
seeking election as a representative of Islamist party Ennahda,
longs for a Tunisian constitution firmly embedded in Islamic
principles.

Jessie Deeter
USA/2016/88 min
French, English & Arabic with
English subtitles
Ages 8+

In a country struggling to define itself, both grapple with
how women are treated in their society – and face difficult
choices of their own in balancing work, motherhood, religion
and politics. Through their intertwined stories, A Revolution in
Four Seasons captures their remarkable determination.
Screening with: The Good Fight (p.37)

Beyond the screen
Official selection:

Join us after the film for inspiring conversations and
opportunities for creative, effective personal action as we
explore the role of women in politics, in Tunisia, Scotland
and beyond.
Feature Films & Discussions
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“Here she comes, running out of
prison and off the pedestal;
chains off, crown off, halo off,
just a live woman.”
Charlotte Perkins Gilman

Film still: A Revolution in Four Seasons (p.19)

If Lars Von Trier were to make a
documentary about the current immigration
crisis in Europe, it might very well turn out
like ‘Stranger in Paradise’
Variety

SAT 16 SEPT | 20:30

Filmhouse, Edinburgh
£10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
Book via Filmhouse

SUN 17 SEPT | 17:15

GFT, Glasgow
£9.50/7.50 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with GFT
15-25 Card) Book via GFT
Guido Hendrikx
Netherlands/2016/72 min
English & Dutch with English
subtitles
Ages 12+

scottish premiere

Stranger in Paradise

In this deliberately provocative documentary essay, a
teacher in a Sicilian classroom welcomes migrants with
unusual techniques: rejecting them, then embracing them.
His contradictory words echo the fraught power relations
between Europe and those who seek safer, more
prosperous lives on her shores.
Stranger in Paradise tackles head on some of the reasons
advanced by both the left and the right to justify policies
that have, so far, fallen shockingly short of responding to the
needs of populations threatened by conflict, famine and gross
inequality. This film does not claim journalistic impartiality,
nor does it articulate an impassioned cry for change. What
it does offer is a powerful starting point for a much-needed
conversation on how Europe can respond to a humanitarian
crisis of an unprecedented scale.
Screening with: Borders (Meje) (p.37)

Presented in association with:

Beyond the screen

With support from:

Stay with us after the film as we explore the dialogues and
conversations that could re-shape Europe’s immigration
policy and our borders, with guests including Lisa Stewart
(Oxfam Scotland) and Nick Dearden (Global Justice Now).
Want to continue the discussion? See page 33 for related
workshops and events.
Presented as part of Crossings: Stories of Migration
Feature Films & Discussions
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uk premiere

Theater of Life

What is the meaning of home for those who don’t have
one – and can high-end gastronomy help meet the needs
of homeless people? Discover the inside story of how 60
of the world’s most renowned chefs came together to
offer a soup kitchen with a difference, cooking with food
waste from Expo2015 in Milan.
Massimo Bottura, widely regarded as one of the best chefs in
the world, set up the Refettorio as a beautifully designed space
offering 80 people a night the opportunity to dine with dignity.
How this high-profile initiative fared against the complex
realities of homelessness and social inequality is explored
through revealing interviews with the chefs and the diners,
offering a candid exploration of the cultural, social and
spiritual value of the nourishment we can offer one another.

FRI 15 SEPT | 19:30

CCA, Glasgow
£6.50/5.50 concs.
Book via takeoneaction.org.uk
or CCA

MON 18 | 19:30

Grassmarket Centre,
Edinburgh
FREE, donations welcome
Book via takeoneaction.org.uk

Peter Svatek
Canada/2016/93 min
Italian & English with English
subtitles
Ages 12+

Screening with: Habitat (p.38)
Presented in association with:

Beyond the screen
Join us after the film to explore responses to food poverty and
social inequality, with guests including Ewan Aitken (Cyrenians)
and Mary Anne MacLeod (A Menu for Change) in Edinburgh,
Anela Anwar (A Menu for Change) in Glasgow, and Peter Kelly
(The Poverty Alliance) in both cities.
BREAK BREAD WITH US Join us before each screening for a
unique community dinner made from intercepted food. To book
your place at The Project Café (Glasgow) or Grassmarket Centre
(Edinburgh) go to takeoneaction.org.uk
06
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Feature Films & Discussions

uk premiere

To End a War

THU 21 SEPT | 20:30

Filmhouse, Edinburgh
£10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
Book via Filmhouse

Can a peace 52 years in the making last? The complexities
of Colombia’s road to peace are laid bare in this unique
documentary, offering unprecedented access to the highest
levels of power on both sides of the conflict.

SAT 23 SEPT | 19:30

After five decades of violence, which claimed over 220,000 lives
and affected millions more, the Colombian government and
the FARC entered into peace talks in 2012 to exchange ideas,
hopes and demands rather than bullets. They faced formidable
obstacles, from land rights to the rehabilitation of guerilla
fighters into civil society, and the refusal of many Colombians to
forgive the atrocities committed by all parties.

CCA, Glasgow
£6.50/5.50 concs.
Book via takeoneaction.org.uk
or CCA
Mark Silver
USA, Colombia, UK/2017/90 min
Spanish with English subtitles
Ages 15+

Gripping and deeply moving, To End a War combines stunning
cinematography with fascinating interviews, alongside revealing
snapshots of the private, professional and ideological stakes
that the protagonists invested in the peace process.

Beyond the screen
Official selection:

Join us after the film to explore what it takes, strategically and
spiritually, for a nation of 50 million to move from hatred to
forgiveness. We hope to be welcoming the film’s director, Marc
Silver, alongside other guests.
Feature Films & Discussions
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scottish premiere

…Essential… Highly personal
yet universally affecting
Variety

The War Show

A Damascus radio host and her close circle of friends
capture the euphoria of Syria’s revolution - and their
country’s descent into war.
Whether studying economics or architecture, whether mad
about poetry or The Doors, Obaidah Zytoon’s friends all took
to the streets in early 2011. Armed with cameras and a newlydefiant idealism, they relished their first taste of freedom as
they openly shared their hopes for a better Syria.
Zytoon’s intimate footage, shot over several years as she
travelled across the country, provides a raw and vital record
of how these hopes were crushed, both by violent repression
and the rise of extremism. Throughout this deeply personal
journey, her poetic narration never ceases to question the
impact of all those camera lenses – including her own –
on the world’s most photographed and, arguably, most
misrepresented conflict.
Beyond the screen

FRI 15 SEPT | 20:30

Filmhouse, Edinburgh
£10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
Book via Filmhouse

SAT 16 SEPT | 15:30

GFT, Glasgow
£9.50/7.50 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (withGFT
15-25 Card) Book via GFT

Andreas Dalsgaard, Obaidah Zytoon
Denmark, Finland, Syria/2016/100 min
Arabic with English subtitles
Ages 15+

Presented in association with:

We look forward to welcoming the film’s director, Andreas
Dalsgaard, to to both screenings, and Gill Moreton (DART Europe
Centre for Journalism and Trauma), to Edinburgh. Andreas will also
be taking part in a director masterclass (see p.31).
GLASGOW SCREENING Join us at Project Café straight after
the screening for a Syrian Supper Club: a food and activism
event celebrating Syrian cuisine, culture and hospitality, brought
to you by Küche. Advanced booking recommended via
takeoneaction.org.uk
Presented as part of Crossings: Stories of Migration.
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Feature Films & Discussions

With support from:

“History, despite its wrenching
pain, cannot be unlived,
but if faced with courage,
need not be lived again.”
Maya Angelou
Film still: Whose Streets? (p.26)

scottish premiere

bristling with hurt and
humanity

The Hollywood Reporter

Whose Streets?

FRI 22 SEPT | 19:30

A visceral portrait of the protest movement that rose up
CCA, Glasgow
£6.50/5.50 concs
in Ferguson, Missouri, in the aftermath of the killing of
yet another unarmed black man by a white police officer. Book via takeoneaction.org.uk
or CCA
When communal grief and anger, fuelled by long-standing
racial tensions, turned vigils into marches and protests, the
SAT 23 SEPT | 20:30
National Guard descended on Ferguson with military-grade
Filmhouse, Edinburgh
weaponry, igniting residents’ outrage. While most media
£10/8 concs.
outlets focused on the rioting, Whose Streets? charts the
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
journey that turned ordinary citizens into the torchbearers of a
Book via Filmhouse
new resistance.
Activist Sabaah Folayan’s connection to the burgeoning Black
Lives Matter movement invests this vital documentary with a
raw urgency. Mixing original footage and interviews as well as
cellphone videos, her striking directorial debut pays tribute
to the underlying hopefulness that powers the protestors’
impassioned calls to action.

Sabaah Folayan
USA/2017/103 min
English
Ages 15+

Screening with: More Dangerous than a Thousand Rioters
(p.38)

Beyond the screen
Join us after the film for inspiring conversations and
opportunities for creative, effective personal action. We are
delighted to be welcoming one of the film’s protagonists,
activist Brittany Farrell, to the conversation.
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Official selection:

brave and engrossing
The Guardian

scottish premiere

The Workers Cup

THU 21 SEPT | 19:30

CCA, Glasgow
£6.50/5.50 concs
Book via takeoneaction.org.uk
or CCA

FRI 22 SEPT | 20:30

Filmhouse, Edinburgh
£10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
Book via Filmhouse

Their names are Paul, Samuel, Padam or Umesh. By day
they join the ranks of the 1.6 million migrant workers
toiling away in slavery-like conditions to build Qatar’s
2020 World Cup infrastructure. By night they compete in a
workers’ football tournament, playing in the very stadiums
that will one day host the world’s greatest players.

They come from Kenya, Ghana, Nepal, India or Bangladesh; in
search of employment, they have all uprooted themselves from
their families and communities to provide expendable labour in
one of the world’s wealthiest nations. As their individual stories
emerge, they speak longingly of freedom, home and their
Adam Sobel
hopes for the future, in a film that forces us to question how we
UK/2017/92 min
English, Nepali, Gha, Tui, Malayalam, ever let the “Beautiful Game” get so very ugly.
Hindi & Arabic with English subtitles
Ages 12+

Presented in association with:

Beyond the screen

Official selection:

Join us after the film as we explore the push towards
“decent work” and some of the many international solidarity
initiatives challenging systemic inequalities in Qatar and
beyond. Guests include Stephen Russell (Playfair Qatar),
Francis Stuart (Oxfam Scotland) in Edinburgh, and Suzanne
Crimin (Oxfam Scotland) in Glasgow.
Feature Films & Discussions
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Festival
Events

Lasting
Change
Workshop
SAT 16 SEPT | 11:00-13:00
Out of the Blue Drill Hall, Edinburgh
FREE
ADVANCE REGISTRATION
REQUIRED

A personal, political and pastry-packed inquiry
into the future of popular change-making in
Scotland.
In the last ten years we’ve seen profound
developments of “people power” in pursuit of a fairer
and more sustainable society, from the Arab Spring
to community empowerment legislation in Scotland.
Alongside these has come a renewed societal focus
on personal integrity and wellbeing.
So how are our own lives and behaviours changing
with the times? Where could “people power” go in
the next ten years? And which emerging approaches
- from workplace culture to grassroots activism - can
we personally and collectively build on?
Join Take One Action and friends for this participantled reimagining of the rules of engagement.
With special guests including Andy Wightman MSP
and Nick Wilding (Scottish Government).
The future’s in our hands.

To book please email:

campaigning@takeoneaction.org.uk
Please state your name, email,
nearest town/city; which organisation
you are part of (if relevant); what your
interest is in this subject and answer
the question:
Which personal, political or cultural
shifts do you believe will be fundamental for social change makers in
the next ten years?

Never doubt a small
group of thoughtful,
committed citizens
can change the world.
Indeed, it is the only
thing that ever has
Margaret Mead

Festival Events
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FREE
CAMPAIGNER
WORKSHOP
SAT 23 SEPT | 10:00-13:00
Grassmarket Centre, Edinburgh
SUN 24 SEPT | 14:00-17:00
CCA, Glasgow
FREE
ADVANCE REGISTRATION
REQUIRED
Image by Roddy Scott

Actively seeking change can be be fun,
sustainable and hugely rewarding. These
informative and empowering workshops will give
you the confidence and encouragement to make a
real difference.
Are you new to the idea or practice of campaigning?
Perhaps you need refreshing and inspiring to get
back in the saddle, so that you may give time more
effectively to the things you care about? Grow
your skills and inspiration; hear from other ordinary
campaigners and get to grips with the building
blocks of developing an effective campaign.
These free workshops will be led by Take One Action
Founder and Artistic Director, Simon Bateson. Simon
has 15 years campaigning experience in the UK and
internationally - with organisations including Christian
Aid and Global Justice Now, and currently sits on the
steering group for Oxfam Scotland.
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TO BOOK PLEASE EMAIL:

campaigning@takeoneaction.org.uk
Please state the name of the
workshop, your name, which city
you wish to attend, and write a brief
description of your interest and
hopes for taking part.

ACTIVISM IS THE RENT
I PAY FOR LIVING ON
THIS PLANET.
ALICE WALKER

DIRECTOR
MASTERCLASSES
Scottish Documentary Institute and
TakeOne Action present two free events
aimed at filmmakers and film students.

Andreas Dalsgaard

Director of The War Show (p.24)
FRI 15 SEPT | 14:00-17:00
ECA (Hunter Lecture Theatre) Edinburgh
FREE but ticketed
Book via takeoneaction.org.uk
“A film is only interesting if the whole
process becomes a dialogue, that then
challenges the language of filmmaking” says
Danish filmmaker Andreas Dalsgaard. In the
case of The War Show, the challenges, formal
and ethical, were many: the term “raw”
footage was rarely more apt than in the case
of the 200 hours of video diaries handed over
by co-director Obaidah Zytoon to Dalsgaard.
Find out how their collaboration wove
intimate snapshots of pre-war innocence
into a visceral account of Syria’s descent into
violent conflict.

Marc Silver

Director of To End a War (p.23)
FRI 22 SEPT | 14:00-17:00
ECA (Hunter Lecture Theatre) Edinburgh
FREE but ticketed
Book via takeoneaction.org.uk
Both of Marc Silver’s first feature films,
Who is Dayani Cristal? and 3 ½ Minutes,
Ten Bullets, premiered in Sundance, with
the latter picking up a U.S. Documentary
Special Jury Award for Social Impact.
With To End a War, his focus moved from
deeply personal stories to the highest
echelons of power during the high-stake
peace process in Colombia. Join him
for a reflection on how this shift in focus
affected his filmmaking practice.
Note: this event is still to be confirmed
at the time of going to press.
Presented in association with:

Festival Events
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CREATING
IMPACT
SUN 17 SEPT | 13:30-17:30
Grassmarket Centre, Edinburgh
Tickets: £5/3.50
Book via takeoneaction.org.uk

Harnessing the power of films, campaigns and
people.
Scottish Documentary Institute and Take One Action
present a unique opportunity for filmmakers and
changemakers to deepen their understanding of
impact strategy, delivery and evaluation.
In collaboration with third-sector organisations, film
can play a vital role in bringing about positive social
and environmental change, and offers fresh avenues
for engagement. Over the last decade, documentary
filmmakers have been pioneering innovative funding,
marketing and distribution models to reach wider
audiences and share the stories at the heart of
their work. These approaches, now also adopted
for fictions, typically combine crowdfunding
with partnership release strategies, maximising
small marketing budgets through viral campaigns,
community screenings and grassroots engagement.

This compact event includes a
panel session and discussions
with leading filmmakers and
Producers of Marketing and
Distribution alongside roundtables
with Scotland-based third-sector
organisations keen to work with
filmmakers.

Are these approaches successful – and sustainable?
Can they benefit grassroots movements and smaller
organisations, too?
Join us for a celebration of the creativity at the heart of
production, marketing and distribution as we explore
what it takes to build momentum and achieve impact.
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Presented in association with:

Global Justice Now
Workshop Events
Presented by Global Justice Now

What does OPENING BORDERS’
actually mean?
MON 18 SEPT | 19:00-21:30
Conference Hall, Edinburgh Methodist
Church, Edinburgh
FREE BUT TICKETED
book via bit.ly/GJNOpen
Open borders - it’s a phrase that’s being
increasingly used by some on the left and
attacked by many on the right, but what
does it actually mean? How would open
borders actually work and what would be
the result? Is it a realistic demand? What do
we have to do for open borders to become
a reality? Can we have open borders for
people and not for capital?
Come along to hear from our three panellists
and join in conversations facilitated by
Edinburgh Active Citizens Group. By the
end of the event, we hope to have started to
develop a collective understanding of what
open borders mean - and how we might get
there.

How to have difficult
conversations about migration
SUN 17 SEPT | 15:00 - 16:30
Dundas Room, Renfield Centre, Glasgow
FREE BUT TICKETED
Book via bit.ly/GJNConv
WED 20 SEPT | 19:15 - 20:45
The Hall, Quaker Meeting House, Edinburgh
FREE BUT TICKETED
Book via bit.ly/GJNConv2
Debates on the issue of migration can be
uncomfortable, upsetting or angry, and often
do little to change anyone’s mind. At the
same time, fighting for a progressive stance
on migration is more important than ever,
and we need to be able to persuade people
who don’t already completely agree with us.
Based on training from Hope Not Hate,
these in-depth workshops will equip you with
the tools to communicate effectively about
the issues surrounding migration.

Presented by:

Image by Abdulazez Dukhan
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Youth
Programme

£5.50 tickets for
under 25s
We are delighted to be offering reduced
price tickets for under 25s across all our
programme.
Many of our films have been selected
with youth audiences in mind. We hope
there is plenty on offer to inspire you.
Look out for the Youth Programme
symbol throughout this brochure.
Film still: Girl Unbound (p.17)

YOUTH
EVENTS
SHORT FILMS FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS
THU 14 SEPT | 10:00 - 11:30
Filmhouse, Edinburgh
Book via education@cmi-scotland.co.uk or call
0131 228 6382
MON 18 SEPT | 10:00 - 11:30
GFT, Glasgow
Book via glasgowfilm.org/shows/shorts-forprimary-schools
A unique mix of animation, fiction,
documentary - and chat! - for ages 9+
Join us for a special programme of the best
new short films from around the world, which
spotlight issues of power, conflict, gender
equality, access to education, food and the
environment. With a strong focus on the
rights of the child, the event incorporates fun,
accessible opportunities for pupils to explore
and discuss some of the key issues that affect
them and the planet.

FREE SHORT FILMS FOR FAMILIES
SAT 16 SEPT | 14:00
SUN 17 SEPT | 14:00
CCA, GLASGOW
Free, unticketed
For Doors Open Days at CCA Glasgow, pop
in to the cinema to enjoy a specially curated
programme of short animated, documentary
and fiction films suitable for ages 3+ that
celebrate (bio)diversity, creativity, kindness
and resilience.

Bringing a group
Keen to bring your students/youth
group any of our events?
Contact us about opportunities to
meet our contributors before or after
screenings. We also have a limited
number of free tickets available to
organisations working with 16-25
year-olds not in education or fulltime work. See Community Ticket
Fund on p.5 or visit bit.ly/CoTiFu for
details on how to apply.

Youth Programme
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Short
Films

A vibrant selection of inspiring and
powerful short films from around the
world, screening alongside feature films
throughout the festival.

Film still: Yellow (Amarillo) (p.39)

Away with the Land
A lyrical immersion in a different - and
disappearing - rhythm of life, celebrating the
Outer Hebridean crofting tradition.
Joya Berrow | 13 min | 2016 | UK
Screening with: Dreaming of Wine (p.16)

Beach Flags
Vida, a young, popular Iranian lifeguard
set to head to Australia for an international
competition, discovers the meaning of
solidarity.
Sarah Saidan | 13 min | 2014 | France
Screening with: Girl Unbound (p.17)

Borders (Meje)
A quiet, bucolic scene on the border
between Croatia and Slovenia is disrupted by
the arrival of a crowd.
Damjan Kozole | 10 min | 2016 | Slovenia
Screening with: Stranger in Paradise (p.21)

The Good Fight
A Muslim woman in Toronto sets up her
own martial arts club, challenging prevailing
perceptions of Muslim women in combative
sports and in Canadian society.
Chrisann Hessing | 7:43 min | 2017 | Canada
Screening with: A Revolution in Four
Seasons (p.19)

Short Films
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Habitat
Habitat: 1) Way in which man organises
the place he lives in 2) Housing 3) Place or
environment where a plant or animal lives
Marcel Barelli | 2 min | 2016 | Switzerland
Screening with: Theater of Life (p.22)

Hate for Sale
Hate is all you need.
Based on an original poem by Neil Gaiman,
this stop-motion cutout animation was
created as part of the Visible Poetry Project.
Anna Eijsbouts | 2:43 min | 2017 | Netherlands
Screening with: Boiling Point (p.9)

A Love Song
An ode to acting while there is still time
to save our planet, beautifully recited by
Charles Dance, Miranda Richardson and
others from a melodic script by poet Anthony
Anaxagorou, to a score by Elbow.
Stuart Rideout | 3:25 min | 2017 | UK
Screening with: Dreaming of Wine (p.16)

More Dangerous than a
Thousand Rioters
A shimmering, poetic tribute to activist Lucy
Parsons’ fierce battles against injustice, from
her birth on a Texas plantation to Chicago
and beyond.
Kelly Gallagher | 6 min | 2016 | USA
Screening with: Whose Streets? (p.26)
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Short Films

The Noise of Grey
(Le Bruit du Gris)
An irreverent homage to creativity and wild
fun in a grey world governed by rules.
Stéphane Aubier, Vincent Patar | 3:10 min |
2016 | Belgium, France
Screening with: Free Lunch Society (p.7)

Yellow (Amarillo)
A humour-filled portrait of a not-so-humble,
iconic fruit, threatened by its very ubiquity.
Ana Pérez López | 4 min | 2016 | Spain, USA
Screening with: The Chocolate Case (p.13)

DISCOVER MORE SHORTS ONLINE
My Strange Grandfather

Do you want to see more short films that explore
social and environmental issues from a wide variety
of perspectives? Take One Action’s website offers
instant access to over 100 specially curated fun,
thought-provoking, illuminating, surprising and
entertaining shorts.
Head to bit.ly/TOAShortsOnline

Refugee Blues

Body Team 12

No Place Like Home

Short Films
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Thanks and
Support

With thanks to:

Volunteers

Darri and Anton; Jennifer Armstrong and
all at Creative Scotland; Seth Tabatznik,
Rebecca Lichtenfeld, Sparkle Marple and
all at Bertha; Rod White, Evi Tsiligaridou,
Raymah Tariq, James Rice, David Boyd
and the projection team, Kirsty Tough,
James Erwin, Yvonne Smith and the entire
Filmhouse crew; Lisa Stewart and Jamie
Livingstone (Oxfam Scotland); Simon
MacFarlane and Sam Macartney (Unison
Scotland); Sally Foster Fulton, Diane Green,
Chris Hegarty, Leanne Clelland (Christian
Aid); Liz Murray, Jane Herbstritt and Kirsty
Haigh (Global Justice Now); Sambrooke
Scott and Carolyn Mills (Film Hub Scotland);
Sandy Park (The Skinny); Noe Mendelle,
Sonja Henrici and Flore Cosquer (SDI);
Allison Gardner, Angela Freeman and all
the crew at GFT; Arlene Steven, Julie
Cathcart, Viviana Checchia, Kenny Christie
and all the tech and FoH team at CCA; Erin
Whyte (RBGE), Jonny Kinross (Grassmarket
Centre), Liz Grant (Global Health
Academy), Richard Warden (SMHAFF),
Malini Kanagalingam (Bersih), Richard Dixon
(FoES), Deborah May (Küche); Kirstie Shirra,
Julie Waugh and many more...

We want to thank the fantastic volunteers
whose commitment, enthusiasm and
energy have fuelled our work over the last
ten years.
TOA 2017 Festival Volunteers
Aishath Green, Anna Stoltzmann, Connal
Hughes, Emily Beardsmore Federico Lubrani,
Gabbie Suffell, Hamish Walker, Michalina
Cieplinska, Morgan Hutcheson, Rocio Leza
Infante, Simon Roach, Veronique Eshaya,
Karolina Ba, Asela Viar, Carolyn Paterson,
Catarina Belo, Catherine Sweeney, Christie
Williamson, Clement McGeown, Erica Izzi,
Fabio Lagana, Francesca Gualco, Giulio
Riccardi, Isla Parker, Jessica McHugh,
Jessie Docherty, Kate Elliot, Kate Inglis,
Kirstin McEwan, Matthew Ross, Natalia
Lewandowska, Ondine Oberlin, Paul Pearson,
Rachel Stollery, Rosanna Rabaejis, Sam
Bennett, Silvia Bertolini, Steph Marsden,
Vanessa Trarbach, Vivian Maeda
If you fancy joining their ranks, drop us a line via
takeoneaction.org.uk/give-take/volunteer

SUPPORT
TAKE ONE ACTION
Take One Action take audiences beyond the screen. We make great films, global issues and
positive action towards social and environmental justice accessible to thousands of ordinary
people each year. But we can’t bring movies to life without your help.
For as little as £10 per month, Action Heroes enable us to inspire, connect and resource
more people through events in communities and with schools, year-round, while supporting
the filmmakers whose work we screen.
You can add a one-off donation to any ticket purchased on our website, or set up a monthly
donation by heading to
takeoneaction.org.uk/give-take/donate

Thanks and Support
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OTHER
ACTIVITIES
Take One Action
Locals

Take One Action
Regionals

Take One Action Locals are community-run
film seasons of all shapes and sizes which
draw on Take One Action’s catalogue to:

Do you have friends, family or networks of
like-minded folk keen to access inspiring
social-change cinema in or near Aberdeen
and Inverness?

•
•
•

bring world-class films about issues of
social and environmental change to a
wider audience
empower communities – using Take One
Action’s inspirational lens of international
cinema and solidarity
increase creative, impactful action for a
fairer and more sustainable world.

Through TOA Locals groups, activists, culture
vultures and other community members
develop their own film programme from
a regularly updated catalogue of over 50
feature film titles; plant seeds of change; share
ideas, inspiration and energy and feed their
community’s appetite for positive social change.
Keen to start your own?
Browse through our FAQs and register your
interest via takeoneaction.org.uk/abouttake-one-action-locals/

Take One Action brings to
light incredible stories from
across the planet, which –
like South Africa’s injustices,
courage and beauty – can no
longer be hidden.
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, a Take One Action Hero
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Other Activities

Be the bearer of great news:
Take One Action will be heading back up
their way this November. With the help of our
regional steering groups, we will be bringing
a specially-curated selection of our 2017
highlights to Belmont Filmhouse in Aberdeen
(17-19 Nov) and Eden Court in Inverness (2426 Nov). Check the Take One Action website
for full details.

Festival
Planner
EDINBURGH
WED 13

Thank You for the Rain (p.6)
20:30 | Filmhouse

thu 14

Primary Schools Screening (p.35)
10:00 | Filmhouse
Bending the Arc (p.8)
20:30 | Filmhouse

FRI 15

Director Masterclass (p.31)
14:00 | ECA
The Borneo Case (p.11)
17:45 | Filmhouse
The War Show (p.24)
20:30 | Filmhouse

SAT 16

Lasting Change Workshop (p.29)
11:00 | OOTB
Boiling Point (p.9)
17:45 | Filmhouse
Stranger in Paradise (p.21)
20:30 | Filmhouse

SUN 17

Creating Impact (p.32)
13:30 | Grassmarket Centre
A Revolution in Four Seasons (p.19)
17:45 | Filmhouse
Dreaming of Wine (p.16)
19:30 | Botanics

MON 18

Theater of Life (p.22)
19:30 | Grassmarket Centre
The Chocolate Case (p.13)
19:30 | Botanics

Global Justice Now Workshop (p.33)
19:00 | Edinburgh Methodist Church
Disturbing the Peace (p.14)
20:30 | Filmhouse

TUE 19

SAT 16

Free Short Film for Families (p.35)
14:00 | CCA
The War Show (p.24)
15:30 | GFT

Burning Out (p.12)
20:30 | Filmhouse

The Borneo Case (p.11)
19:30 | CCA

WED 20

SUN 17

An Insignificant Man (p.18)
20:30 | Filmhouse

Global Justice Now Workshop (p.33)
15:00 | Renfield Centre

Global Justice Now Workshop (p.33)
19:15 | Quaker Meeting House

THU 21

Free Short Film for Families (p.35)
14:00 | CCA

Stranger in Paradise (p.21)
17:15 | GFT

To End a War (p.23)
20:30 | Filmhouse

Disturbing the Peace (p.14)
19:30 | CCA

FRI 22

MON 18

The Workers Cup (p.27)
20:30 | Filmhouse

Burning Out (p.12)
19:30 | CCA

SAT 23

TUE 19

Campaigner Training (p.30)
10:00 | Grassmarket Centre

An Insignificant Man (p.18)
17:45 | GFT

Girl Unbound (p.17)
17:45 | Filmhouse

WED 20

Director Masterclass (p.31)
14:00 | ECA

Primary Schools Screening (p.35)
10:00 | GFT

Whose Streets? (p.26)
20:30 | Filmhouse

Girl Unbound (p.17)
19:30 | CCA

SUN 24

THU 21

Free Lunch Society (p.7)
17:45 | Filmhouse

The Workers Cup (p.27)
19:30 | CCA

FRI 22
GLASGOW
thu 14

Thank You for the Rain (p.6)
20:15 | GFT

FRI 15

Theater of Life (p.22)
19:30 | CCA

Whose Streets? (p.26)
19:30 | CCA

SAT 23

To End a War (p.23)
19:30 | CCA

SUN 24

Campaigner Training (p.30)
14:00 | CCA

Festival Planner
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Venues &
Ticketing Info

All film info, trailers and booking
links at takeoneaction.org.uk

EDINBURGH
1

ECA (EDINBURGH COLLEGE OF ART)
Hunter Lecture Theatre
74 Lauriston Place EH3 9DF
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GRASSMARKET CENTRE
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The Royal Botanic
Garden Edinburgh
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(John Hope Gateway entrance only)
Arboretum Place EH3 5NZ
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Arboretum Place

Buy three tickets get one free
For access requirements please visit:
rbge.org.uk/the-gardens/edinburgh/
accessibility

Venue, Ticketing & Acessibility Info
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John Hope
Gateway
Restaurant

36 Dalmeny Street

4
Sloan Street

32-36 Dalmeny Street, EH6 8RG

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN EDINBURGH
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OUT OF THE BLUE DRILL HALL

Book online via takeoneaction.org.uk
Tickets: £6.50/5.50 concs.
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See event details for booking information
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Book online via takeoneaction.org.uk
Prices vary
See individual event details
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Lothia
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88 Lothian Road
Bread St >

Buy tickets for three different films and
get 15% off. Buy tickets for six different
films and get 25% off. Buy tickets for nine
different films and get 35% off
For access requirements please visit:
filmhousecinema.com/about-us/
access/ contact 0131 228 2688 or email
accesscinema@filmhousecinema.com
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filmhousecinema.com
Tickets: £10/8 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with valid ID)
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88 Lothian Road EH3 9BZ
0131 228 2688
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Lothia

Book masterclasses online via
takeoneaction.org.uk

Venues &
Ticketing Info
GLASGOW
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Hill St

Book online via takeoneaction.org.uk
Tickets: £6.50/5.50 concs.

34 Renfrew St

Book online via cca-glasgow.com
Tickets: £5.50/4.50 concs. + £1 booking fee
per ticket

Renfr
ew St
350 Sauchiehall St
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CCA (CENTRE OF CONTEMPORARY ART)

350 Sauchiehall Street G2 3JD
0141 352 4900
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Buy three tickets get one free

St

For access requirements please visit:
cca-glasgow.com/about-cca/accessstatement, contact 0141 352 4900
or email gen@cca-glasgow.com

Access Information
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All cinema venues have hearing loops/
audio enhancement headsets, and
microphones will be used at every
post-screening discussion. Wheelchair
access is avaliable in all venues, please
book wheelchair spaces in advance by
contacting the venue.
If you require further information please
contact us at
info@takeoneaction.org.uk or on
0131 553 6335

All screenings and event details are
subject to change.

GFT (GLASGOW FILM THEATRE)
12 Rose Street G3 6RB
0141 332 6535

glasgowfilm.org/theatre
Tickets: £9.50/7.50 concs.
£5.50 Under 25 (with GFT 15-25 Card)
Buy a full-price ticket to all four films
showing at GFT and save £8
For access requirements please contact:
0141 352 8603 or email
access@glasgowfilm.org
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Project Cafe

34 Renfrew Street G3 6ST
0141 332 9520

Tickets for Syrian Supper Club (after The
War Show) and Community Dinner (before
Theater of Life) must be booked in advance
via takeoneaction.org.uk

Take One Action are part of the Green Arts Initative and strive to work in a
sustainable manner in all our activities. This brochure is printed on recycled
paper with vegetable inks. Please recycle it after use.

Venue, Ticketing & Acessibility Info
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10 YEARS OF MAKING
RIPPLES
Our Festival celebrates its 10th edition this year.
We welcome this milestone in the knowledge
that our work has contributed, directly and
indirectly, to countless amazing journeys of
change.
10 years of bringing people together, nurturing
conversations and encouraging action through
fascinating films, inspiring events and stimulating
workshops.
10 years of championing the everyday heroes
whose energy, vision and tenacity are shaping
our world for the better.
10 years of highlighting campaigning and 		
advocacy victories, spotlighting opportunities for
action and resourcing defiance.
10 years of unwavering belief in the power of
film to open eyes, minds and hearts – and in the
role we can all play in building a kinder, fairer,
more sustainable world.
We look forward to another decade of nurturing
positive social change in Scotland and beyond.
To support our journey, please spread the word
about our work and consider becoming one of our
monthly donors, or offering a one-off donation:
takeoneaction.org.uk/give-take/donate

Take One Actionis a UK limited company (no.376976) with
charitable status in Scotland (SC041430)

takeoneaction.org.uk

take one

@takeoneaction
#TOAFF17

